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Abstract—Planar holographic Bragg reflectors (HBRs) are computer-generated slab-waveguide holograms. They operate in two
dimensions to provide powerful free-space-like spectral and spatial
processing of optical signals in an integrated optics environment.
An HBR typically images an input port to an output port while
applying a specific spectral filtering function. HBRs are fully consistent with robust photolithographic or imprint-based fabrication
and can be flexibly designed to offer a wide range of spatial wavefront control and single and multichannel spectral transfer functions. We report on lithographically fabricated, focusing HBRs implemented in the silica-on-silicon format whose spectral and spatial performances reach fundamental device limits set, respectively,
by Fourier transform and diffractive constraints. We also demonstrate that HBRs support a unique process-friendly approach to
apodization and overlay that uses fixed-depth etching and partial
contour writing to achieve continuous reflective amplitude control
of constitutive diffractive elements.
Index Terms—Bragg reflectors, filtering, grating, integrated optics, integrated photonic circuits, multiplexing, photonic crystals,
planar lightwave circuit, slab waveguide, volume holography.

I. INTRODUCTION

R

ECENTLY, a new class of in-plane volume holographic
devices, planar holographic Bragg reflectors (HBRs), was
proposed [1], [2], and demonstrated [3]. HBRs consist of computer-generated, two-dimensional (2-D), etched gratings operative on optical signals propagating entirely within a slab waveguide. In the slab waveguide, light can propagate without constraints in two dimensions—a geometry that allows 2-D Bragg
structures to provide powerful spectral and spatial holographic
functions. A single HBR can simultaneously spatially image an
input signal to an output port (or one point within an integrated
optical circuit to another) while at the same time providing spectral filtering of the signal. Unlike fiber and channel-waveguide
gratings [4]–[9], where separation of the counter-propagating
input and output signals typically requires a bulky circulator or
a lossy power splitter, planar HBRs provide spatially distinct
and thus easily accessed outputs.
Since they are planar-based structures, HBRs can be fabricated by photolithography or low-cost mass production
nanoreplication techniques such as hot embossing [10]–[12] or
nanoimprint lithography [13]. In contrast to UV-written grating
structures, photolithographic structures can be written with
complete amplitude, phase, and geometric control over individual diffractive elements. Precise control of HBR diffractive
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element reflective strength and relative phase as a function of
position provides the powerful ability to implement arbitrary
phase-coherent spectral filtering functions.
In the limit of weak reflectivity, the reflection spectrum of
an HBR is simply related to the spatial Fourier transform of its
effective reflection coefficient expressed as a function of optical depth into the device [1]. In the limit of strong reflectivity, the relationship of local reflective amplitude and phase
to the spectral transfer function is more complex, but the ability
to implement broad ranges of filtering functions remains. Tailoring of device spectral filtering functions has been recently
demonstrated for fiber Bragg gratings [4]–[7], [14]–[17] and
channel-waveguides [8], [9], [18] by a variety of techniques.
However, methods demonstrated do not provide for line-by-line
control of diffractive element amplitude and phase. Photolithographically fabricated HBRs are compatible with line-by-line
amplitude and phase apodization as discussed later.
In principle, HBRs provide a path to unique optical circuits
that operate entirely without wire-analog channel waveguides,
being based on HBR-mediated signal transport where signals
freely overlap as they are imaged from active element to active
element. HBRs provide the power of free-space optics in a fully
integrated environment. The powerful volume-holographic
approach allows HBR structures, via computer-generated complex-shaped diffractive contours, to provide fully optimized
spatial mapping of the complex field distribution of an arbitrary
input field mode to the complex field distribution of a different
output field mode. This broad in-plane spatial wavefront
transformation capability contrasts with previously discussed
2-D distributed Bragg reflectors intended for out-of-plane
applications such as laser feedback and outcoupling [19]–[21]
and free-space to slab-waveguide beam coupling [22], [23]. The
aforementioned holographic imaging function made possible
by HBRs is generally more powerful than that provided by
simple confocal elliptical DBRs previously discussed in the
context of spectral multiplexing [24], [25]. While ellipses map
one point to another point, their focusing power degrades when
input and output optics deviate from the point source limit. In
many useful cases, input/output coupling requires explicit integration of the nonsingular nature of the real fields employed.
Computer-generated holographic nonconic diffractive contours
can map real input ports to real output ports with great precision
and hence low loss.
II. HBR ARCHITECTURE AND OPERATIONAL PRINCIPLES
Fig. 1(a) is a schematic HBR cross section. The devices described here consist of a silica slab waveguide with a central
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Fig. 1. Planar Holographic Bragg Reflector Schematics. (a) Cross-sectional view; w, waveguide width; d, grating depth; 3, grating period; n
(n ), core
(cladding) refractive index. (b) Top view; IN (OUT), input (output) port; 1L, input/output port separation; C, center of curvature of diffractive contours. (c)
Schematic illustrating the relation between device radial depth, r, and optical path, s , to a given diffractive arc. (d) Test setup; ISO, optical isolator; POL,
polarization controller; DUT, device under test; DET, detector; PM power meter; Comp, Computer.

core of thickness
m and bilateral 15- m-thick cladding
layers mounted on a silicon wafer. The core index,
and the core-cladding index differential,
. Fig. 1(a)
shows lithographically scribed diffractive contours located at
the upper core-cladding interface. The diffractive contours, with
, consist of trenches filled with cladding madepth,
terial. For an HBR operating in th-order, diffractive elements
are spaced approximately by a distance
, where is the vacuum wavelength of the resonant
is the effective refractive index of the slab wavelight and
guide.
Fig. 1(b) is a schematic top view of a planar HBR. Dashed
lines correspond to diffractive contours. Each diffractive contour acts as an imaging device mapping the input port onto the
output port. In optimized designs, the contour profile is chosen
to optimally project the input field wavefronts onto those of an
output port eigenmode like a custom aspheric mirror specially
designed for a specific device geometry. The input signal is coupled into the device via the input port IN and expands in the
slab region prior to interacting with the diffractive contours. It
is the coherent interaction of all the diffractive contours that controls the HBR spectral filtering function. In all devices reported
on here, the diffractive contours are unoptimized circular arcs
having a common center C. The radius of the first (last) diffrac-

tive contour is 2 mm (9 mm). There are 13 300/m diffractive
contours, where is the diffractive order. The maximal device
width is 3 mm yielding a highly compact footprint of about 0.
. Input and output ports are spatially separated by a dis3
tance
and symmetrically located about point C. We refer
to the line containing input port, output port, and point C as
input/output plane. Our use of circular structures in this initial
work was predicated on their convenient modeling in simulations and consistency with core objectives which include characterizing fabrication limitations and effects of partial contour
scribing on spatial focus. Computer-generated holographic contours will improve input-output coupling through optimization
of spatial wavefront transformation, but should behave similarly
in the presence of fabrication and partial scribing effects.
Adjacent HBR diffractive contours are spaced such that the
as shown in Fig. 1(c), is incremented
optical path length
by a constant amount
from one diffractive
contour to the next. Consequently, the spacing between adjacent diffractive contours, as measured along r [see Fig. 1(c)],
is weakly chirped. The HBR will provide imaging between any
input-output port pair symmetrically located about the point C,
but the weak chirp introduced during design to equalize contour-to-contour optical path increments will function optimally
. In the present studies
only at the design port separation
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m. Unless otherwise noted all results shown were
taken for this port separation.
For the measurements presented in this paper, input and
output ports lie either in the interior or at the edge of the device
die. In the former (latter) case, a fiber butt-coupled to a 6 m
channel waveguide (fiber butt-coupled to the die edge) is used
to inject light into the slab region. The channel waveguides employed are adiabatically tapered to a final launch width of 12.7
m and launch at an angle of 2.275 with respect to the normal
to the input/output plane so that they are aimed toward the
center of the HBR. The actual angular width (about point C) of
diffractive contours fabricated varies from 0.53 rad for the first
diffractive contour to 0.33 rad for the last diffractive contour.
The wider opening angle at the input/output end accommodates
the 200- m offset of the input/output ports from the center
of curvature. The minimum diffractive contour angular width
seen from the input port is 0.3 rad. Approximately 99.8% of
the input beam power passes within this angular range.
Fig. 1(d) shows a typical test setup. Light from a linearly polarized tunable laser is passed through an isolator and a polarization controller and injected into the HBR. The HBR output
is detected by a photodetector followed by a power meter. For
spectral-transfer-function measurements, the laser wavelength
is stepped in small increments across the HBR resonance width.
where
The purity of the linearly polarized input
is the power along (orthogonal to) the test direction, was 650.

III. HBR SIMULATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS

Fig. 2. Solid line, measured insertion loss versus wavelength for a 7-mm-long
planar holographic Bragg reflector (TE polarization). Dashed line, spectral
transfer function calculated by Huygens-Fresnel diffraction theory.

A. Spectral and Spatial Output of a Simple HBR
In Fig. 2, we present (solid line) the measured insertion
planar
loss versus input wavelength of a first-order
HBR fabricated as above for the case of TE input polarization. The band center insertion loss of the device (excluding
fiber-to-waveguide coupling losses) was 3.1 dB. The relatively
low HBR reflectivity found in this case can be increased by,
for example, lengthening the grating, reducing core thickness,
increasing grating etch depth, increasing core-cladding index
contrast, or placing the diffractive elements within the core.
The fiber-to-slab-waveguide coupling loss was measured to be
1.4 dB making total device insertion loss 4.5 dB. The HBR
used in this spectral measurement was designed for moderate
reflectivity. Other HBRs have been fabricated whose intrinsic
insertion loss has been measured to be less than 0.5 dB. As
seen in Fig. 2, the 7-mm-long HBR has a spectral full-width at
half maximum (FWHM) of 0.13 nm, corresponding to a fracbetter than
, close to the
tional spectral resolution
,
Fourier-transform-limited fractional bandpass of
calculated for a 1-D grating with 13 305 grating lines. The
result of Fig. 2 indicates that the lithographic fabrication
process provides control at the same level of precision over
imaging fidelity, feature placement, and index homogeneity
over the device length. The accuracy of the measured center
m as compared to the design value
wavelength of
and attests to excellent
of 1.530 37 m is better than
control over recticle scale, stepper magnification, and waveguide refractive index. The design wavelength was based on

cataloged refractive index and stepper magnification. Center
wavelength predictability is substantially improved as the
fabrication system is calibrated by actual device measurement.
Fig. 2, dashed line, is the modeled device spectral transfer
function calculated using 2-D Huygens-Fresnel diffraction
theory. An input field with Gaussian transverse distribution
(1/e-diameter 12 m), perfect waveguide index homogeneity,
and perfect diffractive contour spacing were assumed. The
agreement between modeled and measured response is excellent. The measured transfer function is slightly broader
than that of the model. This is likely the result of input field
depletion not taken into account in the model, which is fully
valid only in the limit of weak reflectivity. The agreement
between simulation and measured performance seen in Fig. 2
conclusively demonstrates that the silica-on-silicon format and
submicron lithographic fabrication can provide fully coherent
planar holographic structures of centimeter scale.
Fig. 3 shows the HBR spectral transfer function for port separations other than the design separation. The solid (dashed) lines
in Fig. 3(a)–(c) show measured (simulated) insertion loss versus
(retroreflection),
input wavelength for port separations
200, and 600 m. Since the diffractive contour spacing is not designed for these separations and thus appears chirped, observed
and calculated passbands are distorted and broadened relative
. Also, the passband
to the passband found for
centers are slightly shifted from the design value and fairly high
insertion loss is observed.
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Fig. 4. Measured and calculated HBR output spatial profiles. (a) squares,
HBR data; dashed line, measured input fiber spatial power profile. (b) solid
line, calculated HBR spatial output profile; dashed line, calculated input spatial
power profile; dotted line, calculated unconvolved HBR output profile.

Fig. 3. (a)–(c) HBR spectral transfer function for port separations 1L =
0 m (retroreflection), 200 and 600 m. Solid (dashed) lines, test data (modeled
response).

In Fig. 4, we explore the focusing properties of the fabricated
HBR. For these measurements, device die, without channel
m so that the die edge contains
waveguides, are cut
the diffractive-contour center of curvature and both I/O ports.
An SMF-28 fiber, used as input fiber, is positioned 200 m to
one side of the center of curvature. A second SMF-28 fiber, the
collection fiber, is scanned parallel to the die edge throughout
a region 200 m to the opposite side of the center of curvature.
The die and both fibers were square cut. The input (collection)

fiber was oriented at an angle of 2 (0 ) with respect to the
normal to the die. Squares shown in Fig. 4(a) represent mean
power coupled into the collection fiber as a function of collection-fiber position averaged over five output-profile measurements. The origin of the horizontal scale of Fig. 4(a) is set to
coincide with the peak of the observed power distribution. The
power peak coincided with the expected 200- m displacement
from the center of curvature to within measurement accuracy of
a few m. Error bars are standard deviations. Also shown, as a
dashed line, is the power profile measured when the collection
fiber is scanned directly across the face of the input fiber. From
the measurement of Fig. 4(a), we conclude that the holographic
Bragg reflector produces a focused output power profile closely
approximating the device input power distribution.
In Fig. 4(b), we compare the measured output power profile
with that expected on the basis of Huygens-Fresnel diffraction
theory as applied to the HBR device structure. The input and collection fiber modes are modeled as a Gaussian with a 1/e-field
diameter of 10.4 m. The input field enters the HBR 200 m to
one side of the center of curvature. The HBR was modeled as a
family of discrete point scatterers densely sampling the diffractive contours. The output field distribution is calculated by coherently adding the fields scattered by the family of HBR-representative points. The solid (dashed) line in Fig. 4(b), shows
the calculated HBR output (model input) power profile con-
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volved with the model collection power profile. The dotted line
in Fig. 4(b) represents the unconvolved HBR output power profile. As can be seen, the calculated output power profile and
the model input power profile are, after convolution, essentially
identical to each other and the measurements of Fig. 4(a). This
result agrees with the unity conjugate ratio expected on basis of
simple imaging theory. The output power profile measured in
Fig. 4(a) is essentially diffraction limited on the basis of perfect
circular diffractive contours.

Fig. 5. Blow-up view of the diffractive contours of: (a) the fully scribed
first-order, (b) third-order, and (c) partially scribed (0.33 grayscale) HBR.

B. Effective Grayscale Apodization
Flexible design of HBR spectral transfer functions requires
control over the reflective amplitude and phase of each of the
diffractive contours [see Fig. 1(b)]. Relative reflective phase
are provided by spatially displacing
shifts over the range of
. Since HBR condiffractive contours over a range
tours comprise a computer-generated hologram, which is laser
(or e-beam) written onto a standard reticle and photolithographically scribed onto slab waveguides, full reflective phase control by controlled displacement is conveniently available. The
reflective amplitude of a trench-like reflective element is determined by various factors such as trench depth, trench width, refractive index contrast between the core and fill materials, etc.
While these factors may in principle be used to control the reflective amplitude of the diffractive contours, their practical implementation is inconsistent with typical lithographic practice
that usually employs a common etch depth across each wafer,
uses a single trench-fill material, and is subject to process-related trench width variations.
Fortunately, the 2-D nature of HBRs allows for unconventional yet powerful and lithographically friendly approaches to
reflective amplitude control. Referring to Fig. 1(b) and considering monochromatic input light, one can see that a single
diffractive contour contributes, an amount to the output signal
field given by
(1)

and
are, respectively, the input field and
where
amplitude reflection coefficient at contour position . For
simplicity, it is assumed that the HBR has been designed so
that contributions to the output field from all locations on the
single contour arrive with the same phase—a typical condition
for effective imaging. Equation (1) implies that partial contour
scribing (i.e., creating a trench along only selected portions
of a diffractive contour) provides a means of continuously
controlling the contour’s contribution to the output field
without the need for lithographically challenging variations in
diffractive-contour trench morphology.
While the partial scribing approach to achieving continuous
reflective amplitude control for individual diffractive contours
is conceptually simple, certain details must be considered. In
order to preserve the focusing character of the HBR, the partially written diffractive contours must generate substantially
the same output wavefront as the fully written diffractive contours. The variation in input field amplitude along the contour

Fig. 6. Simulated output power as a function of position along the output plane
for (a)–(d) 1, 10, 100, and 1000 partially written diffractive contours showing the
decrease in sidelobe power with increasing contour count. The primary output
image is located at 200 m.

must be either explicitly considered in determining which portions of a contour to fill, or a fill pattern must be adopted that is
immune to a range of input field variations. Furthermore, correlation in fill pattern between successive diffractive contours
must be considered to ensure that portions of the input field do
not “leak” through holes in the HBR structure. Finally, since the
effective waveguide refractive index is perturbed, albeit weakly,
by the presence of diffractive element trenches, spatial variations in the effective index introduced by partial scribing must
be explicitly accounted for in the HBR design process. We refer
to the partial writing of diffractive contours in HBR devices as
“effective grayscale.”
We have fabricated HBR structures to test certain aspects
of the effective grayscale concept. We wish to compare HBRs
written with a fixed 0.33 fraction of each contour scribed to
HBRs having fully written contours regarding: 1) spatial focusing properties; 2) overall spectral transfer function; and 3)
relative reflective strength. First- and third-order HBRs were
fabricated with completely filled (i.e., scribed) diffractive contours. A second first-order HBR was partially scribed. Blow-ups
of the diffractive contours of these HBRs are shown in schematically in Fig. 5(a)–(c), respectively. In the case of the partially
written HBR, each contour was divided into 20 equal angular
segments of angular width , and one-third of each angular segment was lithographically scribed to produce a trench. This is
shown in Fig. 5(c), where the trenched regions (dark) occupy
one-third of each contour. As aforementioned, and unlike the
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Fig. 7. Simulated output power as a function of position along output plane for (a) 10 and (b) 1000 fully written continuous diffractive contours. The primary
output image is located at 200 m.

simple HBR schematic of Fig. 1(b), diffractive contours of the
actual HBRs subtend increasingly smaller angles as one moves
away from the input/output plane. Owing to this variation in
total angular width subtended by the diffractive contours, the
ranges from 0.0165 to 0.0265 rad.
angular segment width
The angular segments of successive diffractive elements were
, where
is rangiven random angle shifts of magnitude
domly generated from the interval (0,1) for each contour.
We first consider the imaging properties of HBRs implemented with effective grayscale (partial contour scribing). The
division of each diffractive contour into 20 partially scribed
segments provides for high fidelity sampling of the input signal
beam. On the other hand, introduction of a noncontinuous,
grating-like structure to the diffractive contour can in certain
cases introduce ghost structures in the output plane. Theoretical
simulation and HBR measurement reveal that ghosts structures
are greatly suppressed in HBR structures with large numbers
of diffractive contours by two implemented design factors, i.e.,
the random angular shifts described above and by the variation
in angular segment size.
In Fig. 6, we show the calculated power as a function of position along the output plane of an HBR with partially scribed
of diffractive condiffractive contours and various numbers
tours. Except for Fig. 6(a) which depicts the power distribution
positioned in
produced by a single diffractive contour
the middle of the fabricated structure, contours are distributed
uniformly throughout the same physical region as the fabricated
HBRs. Contour spacing and, hence, effective diffractive order
are adjusted as necessary. Output plane powers shown are using
diffraction theory and a dense point scatterer representation of
the HBR as described earlier. The input port is positioned at
m, the diffractive-element center of curvature at 0, which
m.
places the nominal output port location at
In Fig. 6(a), the power distribution created by a single parm as
tially written contour shows a primary image at
well as sidelobes of nearly equal strength. The sidelobes correspond to diffractive orders of the segmented contour viewed
as a reflective diffraction grating. The side lobes appear equally
, where
spaced about the primary image by a distance
is the angular segment width of the single written contour.
In Fig. 6(b), an HBR with a total of 10 diffractive contours is

analyzed. The sidelobes calculated are weaker and they appear
broadened. The broadening effect arises from the variation in the
magnitude of within the HBR structure. The random angular
shift between the scribing patterns of successive diffractive contours has the effect of introducing random phase changes onto
the fields contributed by each contour to the sidelobes. These
phase changes do not affect the primary image. Owing to the
random phase shifts, the sidelobes should decrease in power relative to the primary image by a factor of approximately
(based on random-walk analysis). The variation in
and the
random angular shifts together result in approximately one and
a half orders of magnitude reduction in sidelobe power relative
to the primary image (center peak) even when only 10 contours
are written. In Fig. 6(c) and (d), the output plane power distriand
contours, respectively are
bution for
displayed. The 1000-contour HBR has a simulated sidelobe reduction of approximately 4-orders of magnitude relative to the
primary image. Simulation of the full 13 305-contour fabricated
HBR was not performed owing to computational limitations.
In Fig. 7, we present simulations of HBRs comprised of fully
written diffractive contours (no grayscale). The absence of sidelobes in Fig. 7, serves to confirm the introduction of grayscale
partial scribing as the source of the sidelobes observed in Fig. 6.
Measurements of power versus position along the output
plane were accomplished as above by scanning an SMF-28
fiber along a line parallel to the planar waveguide edge. In
Fig. 8(a), we plot (solid line) output power versus position
for a fully written first-order HBR with the input signal
wavelength set to maximize HBR reflectivity. The dotted line
at the bottom represents the scattered light background level
as measured with the input laser tuned 20 nm above the HBR
resonance wavelength. In correspondence with the simulations,
the focused HBR output is centered at 200 m, the diffractive-contour center of curvature is located at 0, and the input
m. The measured output power profile
signal enters at
of Fig. 8(a) is in quite good agreement with the simulated
power profile of Fig. 7(b) considering the background level.
The minimum insertion loss for the measurement of Fig. 8(a) is
3.8 dB, which includes losses from fiber-to-planar-waveguide
coupling. The solid line of Fig. 8(b) represents measured output
power versus output plane position produced by a first-order
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Fig. 9. Superimposed reflection spectra of a 0.33 grayscale first-order
HBR (dotted line) and a fully written third-order HBR. Spectral widths and
peak reflectivity are essentially identical confirming the ability of partial-fill
grayscale to control reflection amplitude.

Fig. 8. Measured output power as a function of position along output plane for
(a) fully written first-order HBR; (b) partially written (0.33 fraction) first-order
HBR; (c) superimposed fully and partially written HBR measurements.
The lower dotted line in (a) and (b) represents a background light power
level corresponding primarily to input signal scattered off the square-cut die
boundaries.

HBR with each diffractive contour written at the grayscale level
of 0.33. As in Fig. 8(a), the dotted line represents off-resonance
scattered-light background. Fluctuations of background level
with input-signal wavelength and detailed alignment appears to
be responsible for the dips in observed output power below the
off-resonance background level. The minimum insertion loss
for the data of Fig. 8(b) is 10.8 dB, again including coupling
loss. In the limit of low reflectivity for both gratings, the peak
reflected powers of Fig. 8(b) and Fig. 8(a) should be in the ratio
:1 or 9.6 dB. The measured contrast is less than
of
this because the fully written first-order grating [Fig. 8(a)] is
in the regime of moderately high reflectivity. In Fig. 8(c), we
superimpose the output power profiles of the fully (solid curve)
and partially written HBRs and normalize them to the same
peak value. Presented in this way, one can clearly see small
sidelobes in the measured output power of the partially written
HBR at approximately 150 and 250 m. The spatial location of
the observed sidelobes agrees well with the location expected
on the basis of the simulation shown in Fig. 6(d). The side
lobe magnitude observed is somewhat larger than the
expected on the basis of Fig. 6 extrapolated to the case of 13 305
diffractive contours. The 40-dB contrast observed between the
primary output peak and the grayscale sidelobe is, however,
fully adequate for many applications. It should be noted that
the simulated and fabricated partially written HBRs have not
been optimized for sidelobe suppression. The angular pattern
may be deterministically controlled
shifts and variation in
during design for more effective sidelobe suppression.
In Fig. 9, we compare spectra and reflected power levels
of a first-order, partially written, 0.33-fill-factor HBR (dotted
line) and a third-order, fully written, 1.0-fill-factor HBR (solid
line). The partially written HBR has 33 percent of each contour

written as described above. Note that the written diffractive
contour fraction of 33% is maintained uniformly throughout
the device. This type of uniform diffractive contour apodization
is expected to reduce the overall reflected field strength while
maintaining the spectral transfer function of the unapodized
structure. For the spectral measurement, a die equipped with
input and output channel waveguides was employed. Actual
spectra are obtained by scanning a fixed-polarization test laser
across the HBR reflective peak. In Fig. 9, all data are multiplied
by the same constant factor so that the peak of the solid curve
equates to unity. Differences between the solid and dotted line
are preserved. It is seen that the first-order 0.33-written HBR
and the third-order 1.0-written HBR have essentially identical
reflectivity. This result is fully consistent with our premise
that fill-factor equates to diffractive amplitude. Applying the
grayscale concept to Fig. 9, we expect that the reflected field
should scale as the total number of diffractive contours in the
HBR multiplied by the fill-factor (reflective amplitude) of the
contours. Thus, we expect the first-order 0.33-written HBR and
third-order 1.0-written HBR to have the same reflectivity—as
indeed they do.
From Fig. 9, we also see that the reflection spectra of the partially written and completely written HBRs are virtually identical as one would expect for first- and third-order HBRs of the
same length whose only difference is the reflective amplitude
of diffractive elements. To facilitate comparison of the spectra,
they have been horizontally shifted to a common wavelength
origin. The actual peak reflection wavelengths of the two HBRs
are 1530.93 and 1530.75 nm for the first-order 0.33-filled and
third-order 1.0-filled HBR, respectively.
Here, we have studied the use of partial diffractive contour
scribing as a means of achieving precise reflective amplitude
control in distributed 2-D diffractive structures. We find that
the spatial imaging and spectral properties of HBR devices are
left intact through use of partial contour scribing provided that
simple sidelobe suppression design features are incorporated.
We find that overall reflective strength scales as expected
with the fraction of diffractive contours scribed with trenches.
Demonstration of these performance factors is crucial in the
implementation of effective grayscale methods for general
apodization of 2-D spectral devices. A remaining factor to be
studied is the ability to adjust separations between contours in
a heavily apodized structure to compensate for small effective
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refractive index changes introduced in the process of changing
contour fill factors. We point out that partial-fill grayscale
can be implemented in slightly modified form in channel
waveguide gratings. We also note that partial-fill grayscale is
fully consistent with stamping-based replication of HBR and
other distributed reflector devices.
It should be noted that partial scribing of HBR diffractive contours is also useful as a means to overlay multiple HBRs on the
same spatial region. In the overlay process, a single photolithographic step creating the diffractive contours of all HBRs may
be employed. As the HBR count increases, overlap of diffractive contours eventually leads to a uniform etch of the waveguide
surface. If the diffractive contours are partially written, overlap
of diffractive contours can be minimized, or, via explicit design
constraint, completely eliminated.
C. Intrinsic Polarization-Insensitivity of HBRs
Polarization-insensitive spectral filtering is a highly desirable feature for many photonics applications. In the present section, we present results indicating that the tested HBR structures themselves are largely insensitive to input polarization
changes. On the other hand, residual birefringence in the slab
waveguide can give rise to significant polarization-dependent
bandpass shifts. An alternate form of the HBR is proposed that
utilizes channel waveguides rather than slab waveguides. The
former are known via arrayed-waveguide grating work to support low birefringence.
In Fig. 10, we display HBR bandpass functions observed
using different input polarizations for three different HBR
device types produced on a single wafer. Fig. 10(a)–(c) corresponds, respectively, to first-, second-, and third-order HBRs.
The solid (dashed) lines correspond to TE (TM) input polarization. For all three HBRs, the TM and TE bandpass functions
are shifted by approximately 0.8 nm, corresponding to a
,
.
fractional resonance wavelength difference
We note that the polarization-dependent bandpass shifts seen
in fabricated HBRs depend on waveguide dopants and detailed
wafer anneal conditions. The shifts shown in Fig. 10 are among
the largest observed. If the HBR structures themselves were
responsible for the polarization-dependent bandpass shifts, one
would expect a decrease in the shift with increasing HBR order.
Higher-order HBRs contain more space without corrugation,
i.e., trenches, where propagation and, hence, resonance is
controlled by intrinsic slab waveguide properties. The absence
of a dependence of the bandpass shift with HBR order suggests
that the shifts arise from residual waveguide birefringence
rather than as a feature of intrinsic HBR operation.
To test this premise, we performed an independent measurement of the slab waveguide birefringence. Linearly polarized
light, whose polarization direction made an angle of 45 relative to the slab waveguide plane, was injected to a region of HBR
free slab waveguide. Power transmitted through a 20-mm-long
slab waveguide section and an analyzer polarizer oriented parallel to the input polarization was recorded. Slab birefringence
produces power oscillation with injected wavelength. From the
observed oscillation period, we estimate the slab birefringence
to be
, which is consistent in magnitude with

Fig. 10. HBR spectral transfer functions for TE (solid lines) and TM (dashed
lines) input polarizations. Graphs (a)–(c) correspond to HBRs operating in first-,
second-, and third-order, respectively.

the birefringence needed to introduce the observed polarization-mediated shifts in HBR bandpass functions.
The observed birefringence is a known problem of the
silica-on silicon platform and is attributed to strain in the glass
layers due to the different thermal expansion coefficients of
the glass and silicon [26]. A number of methods have been
proposed and demonstrated to overcome this problem, among
them the introduction of strain-relieving grooves [27], which
have made possible nearly birefringence-free silica-on-silicon
channel waveguides and the demonstration of essentially polarization-independent 1-D Bragg reflectors [26]. Intriguingly, the
HBR approach demonstrated in this paper is fully consistent
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reduction of polarization-dependence may thus be obtained by
use of birefringence-free channel waveguides. Note that the device of Fig. 11 may exhibit higher grating orders, e.g., arising
from regularly angular spacing of waveguides. These may provide additional device output ports. Alternatively, irregular angular placement or increased wave guide output apertures may
be used to suppress higher grating orders.

IV. CONCLUSION

Fig. 11.

Channel-waveguide-sampled 2-D planar hologram.

with implementation in a channel-waveguide-based format
that provides all the functionality of the purely slab-waveguide
HBR while at the same time being capable of harnessing all
the birefringence mitigation techniques developed for channel
waveguides.
Fig. 11 illustrates the channel-waveguide HBR concept,
which can be briefly characterized as a channel-waveguide
sampled holographic Bragg reflector. An array of channel
waveguides radiate out from the HBR center of curvature
branching out from an open slab waveguide region, which ends
just prior to the first diffractive contour of a normal slab HBR.
The channel waveguides contain segments of the diffractive
contours that would have been in the full slab waveguide.
The spectral filtering and wavefront focusing properties of the
channel waveguide HBR are largely unmodified from the slab
HBR case. In the regions between the channel waveguides
core material may be removed via etching so as to implement
birefringence-reducing strain-relieving grooves.
In more general cases, the arrangement of channel waveguide outputs shown in Fig. 11 forms a fully integrated planar
diffraction grating wherein the amplitude, phase and output
bandpass of each grating aperture, i.e., channel waveguide
output, is determined by the grating contained within the
respective guide. Since the latter are completely independent
of each other, powerful phase and amplitude manipulation of
the diffracted field at the waveguide output can be obtained
via lithographic control of the amplitude and phase of the individual channel-contained gratings. This approach constitutes a
very powerful means for both spectral and spatial tailoring of
the hologram output diffraction pattern. We note that outputs of
the waveguide array can be recombined to collect signals not
resonant with the gratings.
When the device output port location OUT is chosen to coincide with the zeroth-order of the channel-manifold grating the
polarization-dependence of the device spectral transfer function
at the output port is dependent for the most part on the polarization properties of the 1-D Bragg reflectors and substantial

In summary, we have examined the feasibility of several aspects important to the implementation of HBRs as photonic devices. We demonstrated that standard photolithographic fabrication techniques can provide coherent holographic devices of
about a centimeter in length whose performance is only limited by basic Fourier-transform and diffraction theory. We found
that partial diffractive contour writing, i.e., effective grayscale
apodization, provides for precise reflective amplitude control
in distributed 2-D diffractive structures while leaving the spatial imaging and spectral properties of HBR devices intact. This
demonstration is crucial for implementing effective grayscale
methods for general apodization of 2-D spectral devices.
We find that polarization-dependent bandpass shifts observed
can be attributed to residual slab waveguide birefringence and
not to intrinsic performance properties of HBR structures themselves. We describe a “channel-waveguide-sampled” HBR concept that allows the many imaging and focusing properties of
HBR devices to be realized while at the same time allowing birefringence mitigation approaches developed for channel waveguides to be employed.
We envision HBRs as providing the basis of a fully 2-D
“photonic fabric” that can spectrally process and spatially
route freely intersecting optical data streams from one active
circuit element to another without constraining wire-like
channel waveguides. The HBR platform provides many optics-on-a-chip functionalities. When several planar holographic
structures are overlaid, stacked or interleaved a filtering device
connecting one input port to several output ports may be generated. Such a multiport device constitutes a demultiplexer, when
different output ports are associated with different wavelengths,
represents a multiport spectral comparator, when constituent
gratings are programmed with specific spectral signatures, i.e.,
of chemical or biological agents, or yields a multiport packet
decoder for temporal pattern recognition/generation, when
individual gratings operate as optical cross correlators. Additional applications include add-drop multiplication, spectral
LED slicing or on-chip laser wavelength locking. When implemented in semiconductor materials, the planar HBR approach
has the potential to integrated both active and passive optical
components with electronic processing in a single substrate—a
pathway to highly integrated ultracompact photonic circuits.
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